
QUASI-REFLEXIVE SPACES1

PAUL CIVIN AND BERTRAM YOOD

1. Introduction. For a Banach space X, let ir denote the canonical

isomorphism of X into X**. An example was given by James [S] with

X**/ir(X) finite dimensional. The example has the further property

that X and X** are isomorphic. We consider the class of spaces which

we call quasi-reflexive spaces of order n in which X**/ir(X) is (finite)

w-dimensional. We characterize such spaces by the compactness in a

suitable weak topology of the unit ball under an equivalent norm.

Quasi-reflexive spaces are rath conjugate spaces for all integers m.

We show that if E is a closed linear manifold in a space X, then X

is quasi-reflexive of order n if and only if E and X/E are quasi-

reflexive of orders m and p respectively and n = m+p. The case w = 0

would then be the corresponding result for reflexive spaces [6], It is

further shown that the additivity of dimension holds in a natural

interpretation even when X**/ir(X) is infinite dimensional.

Any weakly complete quasi-reflexive space is reflexive. Every non-

separable quasi-reflesive space has a nonseparable reflexive subspace.

2. Notation. Let A by a Banach space. Let ir be the canonical iso-

morphism of X into X**, its second conjugate space. We denote by

H(X) the quotient space X**/ir(X). For a subset A of X, A+ will

designate the annihilator of A in X*, and A++ the annihilator of A +

in X**. For a set B' in X*, B'~ will denote the annihilator of B' in X.

If T is a linear mapping from X into a Banach space Y, T* will de-

note the adjoint mapping of Y* into X*. We use the notation X=Y

to indicate the isomorphism of two Banach spaces X and Y in the

sense of [l].

In conjunction with any Banach space X we associate a cardinal

number Ord (X) which is the cardinal number of a Hamel basis for

H(X). If Ord (X) is a finite number n, we say that X is quasi-reflexive

of order n.
If A and B are closed subspaces of X, we denote the linear space

sum of A and B by A -\-B. We use A ®B for the linear space direct

sum.
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3. Quasi-reflexive and second conjugate spaces. We first utilize

various results of Dixmier [2] to characterize spaces isomorphic to a

second conjugate space, in a manner similar to that used by him to

characterize spaces isomorphic to first conjugate spaces.

Let Q' be a linear manifold in X*. By <r(X, Q') we mean the least

fine topology in which all the x*EQ' are continuous.

3.1. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) X is isomorphic to a second conjugate space.

(2) There is an equivalent norm for X such that X* = Q' ®R', where

Q' is a total closed linear manifold such that the unit ball of X is compact

in cr(X, Q'), and R' is a regularly closed linear manifold.

Suppose that A= F**. Let ir and iri be the canonical isomorphisms

of Y and Y* into Y** and Y***, respectively. Then, as noted by

Dixmier [2, Theorem 15], Y***=iri(Y*)®ir(Y)+. Now ir(Y)+ is

regularly closed and iri(F*) is total over F**. Give X the norm in-

duced by the isomorphism, and identify X and F**. The unit ball of

F** is w*-compact by Alaoglu's theorem, hence is compact in the

topology <r(Y**,in(Y*)).

Assume (2), and consider X in the norm given by (2). Let E = R'~.

Let a be the restriction of x*EX* to the domain of definition E. The

kernel of a is E+ = R'. Let z*EE*. Extend z* to x*EX*, and write

x*=x*+x* with x*EQ' and x*ER'- Then z*=a(x*) =a(x*). Thus

a is a 1-1 bi-continuous mapping of Q' onto E*. By Theorems 14

and 16 of [2], X is equivalent to Q'*, and X is isomorphic to £**.

From Theorem 3.1 the following is readily deduced.

3.2. Corollary. X is isomorphic to X** and not reflexive if and

only if X* = Q'®R' as in Theorem 3.1 where Rr9*(0) and Q' is iso-

morphic to X*.

The example of James [5] provides such an X.

3.3. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) X is quasi-reflexive of order n.

(2) There is an equivalent norm for X such that X* = Q'®R'; where

Q' is a total closed linear manifold such that the unit ball of X is compact

in cr(X, Q'), and R' is an n-dimensional linear manifold.

Assume (1). Then X**=ir(X) ®L", where L" is w-dimensional.

Let Q'=L"~. It is readily verified that Q' is total. Let x**, • • • , x**

be a basis for L" and select xf, • • • , x* in X* such that x**(x*)

= 8,-,-, i, j, • • • , n. Let R' be the subspace of X* generated by

x*, • • • , x*. It is easily seen that X* = Q'®R'. By Theorems 10, 6,

8" and 14 of [2], (2) follows.
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Assume (2). By Theorems 14 and 11 of [2], X**=ir(X) ®Q'+. Let

x*, ■ ■ ■ , x* be a basis for R'. Select x**, • • • , x**£(?'+ such that

x**(x*)=8i,; i,j = l, • • • , n. Let L" be the subspace of X** gener-

ated by xf, • • • , xt*. If x**EQ'+, x**-22U x**(xj)xf*= 0 so
that Q'+ = L". Thus X is semi-reflexive of order n.

3.4. Lemma. X is quasi-reflexive of order n if and only if X* is quasi-

reflexive of order n.

By [2, Theorem 15], H(X*)^ir(X)+. But ir(X)+^[H(X)]*. Thus

H(X) has dimension n (finite) if and only if H(X*) has dimension n.

3.5. Theorem. Let X be quasi-reflexive of order n. Then there exist

Banach spacesA<»>, j = 0, ±1, ±2, • • • , such thatX^=X andX(-'+1i

= (Ac,))*. Further more each X()) is quasi-reflexive of order n.

Let X be quasi-reflexive of order n. By Lemma 3.4, X*, X**, ■ ■ ■ ,

are quasi-reflexive of order n. By Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, X is the con-

jugate space of a Banach space A(_1). By Lemma 3.4, A(-1) is quasi-

reflexive of order n. This procedure can be continued.

Let X*=X* where Xx and X2 are Banach spaces. It appears to be

an open question [l, p. 243] whether or not this implies Xi=X2.

3.6. Theorem. Let Xi and X2 be Banach spaces where Xi is quasi-

reflexive. If X* is isomorphic to X*, then Xi is isomorphic to X2.

Let Xi be quasi-reflexive of order m. By Lemma 3.4, X* is quasi-

reflexive of order m. Then so is X* since Af=X*. By Lemma 3.4,

Xi and X2 are then quasi-reflexive of order m. We write X**

= ir(Xi)®G", i=l, 2, where G" and G2 are ra-dimensional with

bases x**, • • • , x**, y**, • • ■ , yt\*, respectively. The given isomor-

phism induces an isomorphism U of X** onto X**. There exists [7,

p. 161] an isomorphism V of A** onto Y** such that VU(x**)=y**,

i=l, • • • , m. Let a be the canonical homomorphism of A**onto

X**/G2'. Then the mapping aVU induces an isomorphism of

Xt*/G{' onto XT/Gl'. Then 7r(Ai) is isomorphic to ir(X2).

4. Subspaces and quotient spaces.

4.1. Theorem. Let E be a closed linear manifold in X. Then

w(X)-\-E++ is a closed linear manifold in X**. Also

(1) H(E) ^ (ir(X) + E++)/ir(X),

(2) H(X/E) =* X**/(w(X) + E++),

where ir is the canonical isomorphism of X into X**.

Let ix be the canonical isomorphism of X/E into (X/E)**. Let /3 be
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the canonical homomorphism of X onto X/E. We show first that

(3) tf = P**ir.

For let xEX, w*E(X/E)*. Then $**w(x)(w*) =$*(w*)(x) =w*(3(x)

= uj3(x)(w*). From this we obtain

(4) /3**-V(A/£) = T(X) + E++.

For note that /3(A) =X/E, up(X) =fi(X/E). As the kernel of /?** is

.E++, we derive (4) from (3). This shows that ir(X)+E++ is closed in

Let R be the mapping of X* onto E* defined by the rule that

R(x*) is the restriction of x*EX* to the domain of definition E.

Then R* is an isomorphism of £** into X** with range E++. Let o-

be the canonical isomorphism of E into £**. We show

(5) R*a(x) = t(x), xEE.

Forletx*EX*.R*o(x)(x*)=R(x*)(x)=x*(x)=ir(x)(x*).

Let a be the canonical homomorphism of X** onto H(X). Note

that 7r(A)ri£++ = 7r(£). Thus the kernel of aR is R*~1ir(E)=o(E)

by (5). The range of aR is a(£++). Thus ai? defines an isomorphism of

H(E) onto (7r(A)+£++)/7r(A). Clearly the isomorphism is bi-con-

tinuous. This shows (1).

Let 7 be the canonical homomorphism of (X/E)** onto H(X/E).

The mapping 70** takes A** onto H(X/E). Its kernel is {x**GA**

\P**(x**)En(X/E)} =ir(X)+E++ by (4). This provides a bi-con-
tinuous isomorphism of X**/(w(X)+E++) onto H(X/E).

4.2. Corollary. Ord (X) = Ord (E) +Ord (A/£). FAws X is quasi-

reflexive if and only if E and X/E are quasi-reflexive.

This follows immediately. The well-known result that X is reflexive

if and only if E and X/E are reflexive [6] is also an immediate con-

sequence.

4.3. Corollary. E is reflexive if and only if E++Eir(X). X/E is

reflexive if and only if ir(X)+E++ = X**. If X/E is reflexive then
H(E)^H(X). If E is reflexive then H(X/E)^H(X).

4.4. Theorem. A quasi-reflexive space is reflexive if and only if it is

weakly complete.

Let X be quasi-reflexive of order n and weakly complete. It is suffi-

cient to show [3] that the unit ball of X is sequentially weakly com-

pact. Let XiEX, ||xj|| gl, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and let Xx be the closed linear
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manifold generated by {#.}. By Corollary 4.2, Xi is quasi-reflexive

of order ra^Sw. Since Ai is a closed linear manifold in a weakly com-

plete space, it is weakly complete. Moreover X** is separable, since

X** = ir(Xi)®F" with F" ra-dimensional. Thus X* is separable and

thus by [4] Ai is reflexive. Thus there exists a subsequence {yt} of

{xt} and an x0EXi such that y*(yi)—*y*(xo) for y*EX*. By restric-

tion we then have x*(y/)—*x*(x0) for x*£A*.

4.5. Corollary. A quasi-reflexive space X with an unconditional

basis is reflexive.

By the argument in Theorem 4.4, X** is separable. Hence Corol-

lary 1 of [5] asserts that X is reflexive.

4.6. Theorem. If X is a nonseparable space which is quasi-reflexive,

then X has a nonseparable reflexive subspace Z such that X/Z is separa-

ble.

Suppose X is quasi-reflexive of order »^1. By Theorem 3.5

A= Y* where Y is quasi-reflexive of order n. As seen in the proof of

Theorem 4.4, Y is not separable. Let 1$ be the collection of all separa-

ble closed linear manifolds in Y. We claim that not all elements of

*$ are reflexive. For otherwise it follows that the unit ball of Y is

weakly compact and hence that Y is reflexive [3]. Alternatively one

can show that Y is weakly complete and hence, by Theorem 4.4,

reflexive. Let FiG^, Fi not reflexive. By Corollary 4.2, Y/Yi is

quasi-reflexive of order ni<n. Now Y/Yx is not separable, since Y

is not separable and Fi is separable. Also (Y/ Yx) *= Yt, so F^ is a

nonseparable subspace of X which is quasi-reflexive of order n\ by

Lemma 3.4.
By [6, p. 573], X/Yt^(Yt~)*^Yt As seen in the proof of Theo-

rem 4.4, Y* is separable. Set Xx= Yt■ If Xx is not reflexive there

exists X2 a closed linear manifold in Ai which is not separable, Xi/X2

separable and X2 quasi-reflexive of order n2<ni. We continue this

procedure in this way until we obtain Xm a reflexive, nonseparable

closed linear manifold of Xm-i where Xm-i/Xm is separable. Since

X/Xi^(X/X2)/(Xi/X2) it follows that X/X2 is separable. By con-

tinuing this argument we obtain X/Xm separable.

4.7. Corollary. Let X be nonseparable and quasi-reflexive of order

n. Then there exists a separable space Y, quasi-reflexive of order n, and a

bounded linear mapping of X onto Y.

By Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.2, in the notation of Theorem 4.6,

we can take Y=X/Z.
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5. A mapping theorem.

5.1. Theorem. Let X be a quasi-reflexive space. Then any bounded

linear mapping T of X into h is completely continuous.

Let {x„} be a sequence in the unit ball of X and let Xi be the closed

linear manifold generated by the sequence {x„}. It is sufficient to

show that T is completely continuous on Xi. As in the proof of Theo-

rem 4.4, X* is separable. By Theorems 4.10 and 1.8 of [8] it is seen

that any bounded linear mapping of a space Xi with a separable

conjugate space into h is completely continuous on Xi.
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